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VT560 now in new widths
The VT560 design now comes in three new widths, 210, 230 and 240 mm. This new traction 
design is suitable for mixed use on paved and unpaved roads. 

In order to have versatile application and good adhesion on different types of terrain, its compound 
has been optimized to guarantee excellent resistance to abrasion wear. Its construction 
characteristics make it an ideal tread for highly severe applications, offering great traction power 
and preventing tire damage, extending its service life. 

Another VT560 unique feature is the exclusive Eye Control technology, a wear indicator to 
identify tire anomalies, suggests tire rotation, as well as the right time to remove the tire for 
retreading.
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VT560 means:

V Vipal tread

T Tread recommended for use in drive axles

560 Hundred 500 represents treads for use on roads and paved and non-paved streets

Variable depth grooves keep 
rocks and objects from getting 
embedded in the tread, 
favoring self-cleaning.

Interconnected blocks aim to 
provide greater resistance 
and support between the 
base and the block.

Blocks designed to offer major drive power.

Eye Control, suggestive wear indicator.
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This indicator makes it 
possible to identify anomalies 
in alignment, balancing and 
geometry.

This indicator suggests tire 
rotation, looking for the wear 
adjustment.

At this point, the 
recommendation is to change 
the tires, aiming the casing 
preservation.

Eye Control Technology
The new Vipal technology, named Eye Control, will act as a helper to the end user, fulfilling the 

purpose of being a suggestive tread wear indicator. 

Through Eye Control, the user will be able to identify tire anomalies, the suggested time for 

rotation, as well as the moment to remove the tire for a new retread.

See below the details and operation of Eye Control:
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Recommended application

Optional application Regional

Construction Radial

Axles Drive

Vehicles Medium duty Truck 
(Tandem axle)
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Mud and Snow

Off-road

 Commercial

 Medium duty Truck

Mixed 

Technical information:

Code Description N#
mm in kg / m lb / ft mm in Recommended tyre (tire)

440189 VT560 8.0 210 8 1/4 5,53 3.72 25,50 32/32 9.00  10.00

440181 VT560 9.0 220 8 5/8 5,69 3.82 25,50 32/32 10.00  11.00
440182 VT560 10.0 230 9 5,99 4.03 25,50 32/32 275  295  10.00  11.00
440183 VT560 10.5 240 9 1/2 6,27 4.21 25,50 32/32 275  295  11.00  12.00

440185 VT560 11.0 250 9 7/8 6,44 4.33 25,50 32/32 295  305  315  12.00  
13.00

440187 VT560 11.5 270 10 5/8 6,97 4.68 25,50 32/32 295  305  315  13.00

The VT560 tread is available for sale in all countries except Brazil.
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